
IMPORT PUPPY AGREEMENT
This contract is between the Armenian Gampr Club of America, hereinafter referred to as AGCA, and
___________________________________, referred to as BUYER. AGCA agrees to assist buyer in procuring a ______
gender puppy born from parents __________________________(Dam) and ___________________________(Sire).

The total cost is $1600, sent to Armenia (except in some cases in which money will be reimbursed to a sponsor, if one has
been pre-purchased), which also includes food, care, health certificate, vaccinations, embassy documents and passport,
flight and crate but does not include any costs incurred at airport pick up such as cargo or broker fees. All special
genetics Armenian gamprs imported from nomadic shepherds, assisted by AGCA, are part of a genetic rescue and gene
pool stabilizing effort, and whereas the AGCA, and occasionally sponsors, have personally invested in the dogs and the
processes of procurement, importation and establishment. Buyer must agree and enter into this contract to ensure a
reliable future for the gampr gene pool and an effective continuation of this project.

1. Buyer agrees that these special genetics imports are only available to members of the AGCA community, whom have the
common goal of working together to conserve the gampr breed. Buyer agrees to adhere to the AGCA Code of Ethics.

2. Buyer will register the dog with AGCA in a timely manner, with the prefix T’aguhu Uzh.

3. Buyer agrees to provide a life-long commitment, comfortable environment, prompt medical attention, proper grooming
and responsible care. This includes keeping this dog parasite free and up to date with inoculations, proper nutrition, which
consists of a good quality feed given at regular intervals, and fresh water available at all times.

3. The importation process does not guarantee this puppy/dog to be of sound health and temperament at the time of this sale,
but every effort to ensure this will be undertaken. Puppies coming from a foreign country may arrive with a variety of health
issues common in Armenia. Buyer agrees to take this dog to a licensed veterinarian of their choice within 7 days for a
physical examination, if there are any questions as to health. Should the vet determine the dog to be in terminal health,
AGCA may request to get a second opinion, by a vet of their choosing, at the expense of AGCA. If the cause of which is
clearly attributable to the origin in Armenia, the dog may, upon signed written diagnosis from both said veterinarians, be
transferred to AGCA replaced by the handler in Armenia. This guarantee does not cover any health issues caused by neglect
or injury from the buyer or minor illnesses or health issues such as colds, allergies, internal or external parasites or umbilical
hernias, carrier diseases, infertility issues, etc. However, no information of such afflictions will knowingly be withheld from
the buyer and every precaution is taken to assure that imported dogs are in optimal health. Buyer agrees to contact AGCA in
a timely manner if any questions or concerns arise about the dog, such as health, quality of life, housing or diet. The buyer
agrees to keep the AGCA informed of any major treatments that may occur. This provides AGCA with an opportunity to
follow up on puppies and gives important feedback on the health of the dogs for future generations.

4. If at any time the Buyer can no longer retain possession of this dog, Buyer shall contact AGCA and give first option to
help re-home or take possession of the dog. Under no circumstances will the dog be sold, leased, traded or given away to any
pet shop, research laboratory, animal shelter or similar facility.

5. AGCA assumes no responsibility for training & behavior. Buyer will self educate on how to train their new puppy by
reading about the breed, asking questions and learning before the puppy arrives. If buyer maintains contact with the AGCA
and the breed community and addresses problems as they arise, the buyer should not have any problems with the training
process.

6. It is understood at the time of sale that this is a genetically valuable breeding quality dog that is important to the
conservation efforts and representative of its breed. It is structurally and temperamentally suited as a breeding and working
dog. For genetic diversity, ideally, these special imports will produce 3 litters, each time bred to a different, unrelated mate.
Buyer shall reach out to AGCA if further information is needed to create a sound breeding program or how to choose a
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complimentary mate per the goals of the Club conservation efforts.
7. Buyer agrees to not intentionally breed a dog before 20 months of age and understands it is ideal to have some completed
health evaluations prior to the first breeding although, in-depth health testing prior to breeding is advisable and a huge benefit
to the breed, if it is offered in your area.

8. Buyer agrees that gamprs should never intentionally be bred to any mix or other breed of dog and that they will not breed a
known disease carrier to a same disease carrier mate.

We, the undersigned, have read, understands and agree to the terms of this contract:

BUYERS: ______________________________________________ EMAIL: ____________________________________

ADDRESS: __________________________________________________________________________________________

SIGNATURE:____________________________________________ DATE:______________________________________

AGCA REP: ____________________________________________ EMAIL: gamprclubservices@gmail.com

SIGNATURE: ___________________________________________ DATE: ______________________________________
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